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We know that John the Baptist ate locusts, but were they insects or sweet beans?Why did a fish
swallow a coin that Jesus later used to pay the temple tax? How could walking beside a donkey
have made Joseph a laughingstock?Good handling of biblical passages demands a working
knowledge of the historical and cultural context in which they were written. This bestselling
reference book contains colorful photography, artwork, maps, diagrams, and charts to lend
knowledge of context. Additionally, there are Scripture and topical indexes for quick fact-
checking. Students and teachers of the Bible will benefit from and be fascinated by the helpful
features of The New Manners and Customs of Bible Times.

About the AuthorRALPH GOWER (M.E., B.D., London Bible College; Ph.D., University of
Liverpool) is currently the minister of Cornerstone Baptist Church, Ainsdale, in the north west of
England. He has spent most of his life in the area of Religious Education as teacher, lecturer,
researcher, administrator and inspector, and has written educational material for teachers and
children. He has contributed articles to various Bible dictionaries and encyclopedias and is the
author of The New Manners & Customs of Bible Times, Frontiers, Religious Education in the
Junior Years, Religious Education in the Infant Years, and Life in New Testament Times. He has
been a guide and tour leader in Israel. He resides in Lancashire, England.
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Cole Mayhugh, “Comprehensive—Illustrative. Perfect. There are ATLEAST 600 photos/
illustrations/graphs in this book. Very visual and the information doesn’t miss a beat. And as the
content itself answers a multitude of questions and misunderstandings we have in reading the
Bible, what I have also found, is that when I am theorizing what could be the meaning or
situation in the Bible I am now so much more equipped to think about it cause I know how they
lived rather well.Would recommend this book first foremost and then additionally Manners and
customs of the Bible by Victor Matthews. That book takes a more chronological approach, this
one goes subject by subject.”

diamondsweet, “Book was as expected. The book is great. Came in pretty good condition. Took
over a month to receive it however.”

Dave (D.J.) Butler, “For What It Is, Excellent. Let me give my reservations first:1. The book has
no bibliography and no notes at all.This means that when the author says, for instance, that the
"synagogue itself seems to have come into existence during the Exile", he gives you absolutely
no way to evaluate what "seems to" means. Probably? Almost certainly? The preponderance
of scholarly opinion? Does "seems to" mean that the institution might pre-date the Exile, or be
more recent? No way to tell, and you're completely on your own for follow-up research.2. The
author often gives one explanation for a phenomenon without explaining that there are
others.For example, the author states, without qualification, that "Maccabeus means 'the
hammer'". He neglects to explain that "hammer" is only one explanation for Judah the
Maccabee's famously cryptic epithet. It might mean the "commander", or be a family name, or a
statement of the uniqueness of God, or (my favorite) maybe it's better translated as
"hammerhead" -- Israel describes most of its heroes as physically beautiful, but, strikingly, not
Judah. Maybe he was an ugly cuss. Again, as there are no notes, you have no way to do further
research on your own.3. I don't know about the author's frequent use of the very broad term
"Bible times." The impression the book gives is that most of the cultural institutions it describes
were identical for thousands of years (and may still exist among, for instance, the Bedouin), with
the exception of the rule of the Romans. Maybe this is true, but the phrase "Bible times" makes
me a bit nervous.Nevertheless, I recommend this book. Its many wonderful advantages include
the following:1. Profuse illustration. Photos, maps, schematic diagrams, charts and lovely artists'
reconstructions really help you get an idea of the institutions and customs described.2. Highly
readable prose, accessible to any adult reader and even older children.3. The book is divided
into thematic chapters each of which ends with a subsection entitled "Now look at your bible," in
which the author shows how information from the chapter clarifies specific biblical passages.4.
Similarly, the book does contain a Scriptural Index as well as a topical Index, allowing it to
function very well as a reference text.”



Toni Smith, “Excellent purchase. Just what my mom wanted.”

D. Ndk, “Useful for learning the cultural and historical background of Old and New Testaments..
Idioms you do not understand in your Bible reading will come to life with the aid of this book. This
book doesn't give your theological explanations but cultural exploration context. It helped me
know exactly why the Samaritan woman went to draw water at noon and why the disciples
marveled that Jesus was speaking with a woman and why she said that Jews and Samaritans
have no dealings. And why Samaritans worshipped on Mt Gerizim. Incredible Insight.
Recommended to all bible students and pastors and ministers”

DaveM, “Brilliant. Great service Thank you. When I think that God, his Son not sparing, Sent him
to die, I scarce can take it in, That on the cross, my burden gladly bearing, He bled and died to
take away my sin.Thank you Jesus”

DM, “Bible customs and manners book. Good bible study aid”

Donna Williams, “Easy to read. Excellent resource to discovering background information and
understanding cultural background”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. great book thanks”

The book by Phyllis Root has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 445 people have provided feedback.
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